ArchWeigh HP Belt Scales provide long-term repeatability without recalibration.

- Accurately measures only material on the belt and eliminates the force of the moving belt.
- A complete scale carriage, not a ‘do-it-yourself’ kit.
- Unique dual load cell design allows for a positive/negative response to account for normal conveyor variance.
- Unitized bridge construction and internal speed sensor allow for one time ‘Bolt-In-Place’ installation.

WHO IS ARCH ENVIRONMENTAL?
Manufacturer and worldwide distributor of preferred bulk conveyor components since 1975.

MECHANICAL DIVISION
Belt Cleaners • Belt Alignment • Sealing Systems
Dust Control Systems • Impact/Slider Systems

ELECTRICAL DIVISION
Belt Scales • Metal Detectors • Pull Cord Switches
Belt Protection Devices • Conveyor Control Systems

800.553.4567   www.archenv.com